
Product Spect Sheet

TULIP  SOFA SERIES S0   

Design;
      Faruk Malhan

Materials & Finishes;
a- The  sofa  is  produced  in  a  single  carcass  in  20x20x1.2mm  and

20x50x2mm  tubular  steel  that  is  also  the  base  for  the  feet  to  be
assembled.   The  back  and  seat  are  constructed  in  one  piece.  To
upholster  the  sofa,  solid  wood  strips  are  mounted  around  the  frame
where  the  fabric  can  be  fixed.  The  frame  is  painted  with  an  anti-
corrosive  agent  to  prevent  rusting.  To  achieve  a  higher  quality  of
upholstery  workmanship,  the  outer  sides  of  the frame is  cladded with
3mm MDF:

b- To achieve the desired flexibility the frame is supported by 450E elastic
belts on the seating area. 

c- On the seat  8cm 35 D40 HR foam and 3cm 36d Soft  foam is  padded
with an extra of 150+150gr  fiber for comfort.

d- On  the  back  3cm 35  Density  High  Resilience  foam and  3cm 32D 50
Gray foam is applied. 

e- On the arms 3cm 35D40 HR foam and 3cm 32d Hyper foam is applied.

f- The inner cover is a 150gr fiber layer.

g- The upholstery  is  fixed with  options of  fabric,  soft  natural  leather  and
artificial leather.

h- Back  cushions  are  with  3cm Soft  Foam and 3cm 25D Hyper  foam on
both outer faces. On the front side of the cushion 1000gr fiber is used
with 150gr fiber  on the sides of  the cushion.  Back cushion upholstery
cover is dressed with a zipper.

i- The legs are in 100x10R cold drawn steel with an epoxy coat finish.

j- The  horizontal  beams  in  the  leg  structure  are  in  extruded  aluminum
with a black anodized finish.

Assembly;
k- Solid wood strips that fix the elastic belts, are assembled to the metal

structure  with  size  10  construction  nails.  All  other  wood  strips  are
assembled with 3,8x25mm drilling screws.

l- 3mm MDF plates are assembled to the structure with 3,9x16mm drilling
screws.

m- When  constructing  the  foam  structure,  a  specific  adhesive  for
upholstery, as ÜNÜ-TEK 89 is applied.

n- Specifically  designed  for  this  sofa,  the  cold-drawn  lama  legs  are
painted  with  an  epoxy  coat  in  black  and  assembled  to  the  main
structure with M6 metric screws.
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ÜRÜN STANDARDI

TULIP  Oturma Grubu S0    

TULIP S0 154 KANEPE                                                                                                         W:1546 D:823 H:767
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ÜRÜN STANDARDI

TULIP  Oturma Grubu S0    

TULIP S0 224 KANEPE                                                                                                         W:2242 D:823 H:767
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